COMMITTEES PLAN BIG HOMECOMING

Many former students expected to return for event

Homcoming this year is to be the weekend of October 31. This is the first time that the Winona State football team plays Moorhead, and it promises to be the biggest home game in school history. Many former students will be in town to participate in the event.

COMING EVENTS
Oct. 5—Winona-Duluth Game
Oct. 10—Wesnoth Players Night
Oct. 15, 17, 18—S.E. M. A. Dance
Oct. 17—Football—O, C. L. Lores
Oct. 31—I-Homing

LOCAL CONTESTANTS WIN IN MUSICAL CONTEST

Alma Janet Balboeker and Convis Jones, Teachers College and Winona State, respectively, won in the state district competition of the American Music Association at Rochester, Sunday, September 21. They will be back here for their respective divisions.

The College Chorus, which is composed of the members of the Mendelssohn and Apollo Clubs, organized on September 28, choose Calvin Basler as their president.

College Stage Gets New Suit

"Have you seen the new eagles?" A noticeable improvement has come in the College Stage at Winona State, for it has a new suit. And this is the story of how it came about. The complete tax-grocery curtain hung in the background for dramatic and other purposes, but after a particularly attrative, and not too valuable, curtain was selected for these hanging mantles. A group of orphans or "tired" curtains, or "just given up," replacing anything hard when the program must come from a state legislature constantly hamsed by loud-speaking municipalities. If there is any such thing, no replacement can be made for our faculty of house guests in a way of getting what they want. Though reasonably priced, the new curtains present a richness that is characteristic of velour. They look like anything but castoffs.

To describe the feeling which comes over one when viewing the stage, one word only need be used—"refined.

And when asked if the new siifried, the stage replied, "Perfectly"

College Adopts New Student Government

At a general assembly of the entire College the new student-faculty government was established. The student-faculty government creates two principle organizations, "The Winona State Teachers College Association" and "The Representative Council." The Winona State Teachers College Association is a large central organization to which all faculty members and students belong. The purpose of this organization is best expressed in the preamble to its constitution, "To promote the welfare of the Winona State Teachers College and the general educational welfare of the students and faculty." The Representative Council shall be the agency through which the association engages in its cooperative activities and shall assume responsibility for the coordination of activities undertaken jointly by faculty and students.

The two constitutions adopted are to be printed in the student guide which is distributed to all the college.

Students See Laurent in Program of Magic

Mr. Eugene Laurent mystified the Winona State College audience when he presented a magic recital October 7, with his unique feats of magic. He presented seemingly impossible tricks and got everyone into the act by calling them up to take part in the fun. "The Magic of Many Mysteries" has distinguished himself by his outstanding work on television programs in both Uni- and secondary schools.

Band Organized Under Direction of Don Karow

The band is rapidly developing into a first-class school organization under the direction of Donald Karow. The band is well accepted by the students.

Students Help To End Depression

Is the depression in business over? "It is," says prominent local businessman.

The manager of one of the local stores, a member of the Association, has picked up goods in the last three weeks. He estimates an increase in business of ten to twenty percent.

Are there any connections between ten-cent stores and intellectual development? Maybe it is the policy of these stores to avert the mental amounts being the least painful. At any rate, the greater majority of new patrons of these stores come from educational institutions and the mental world.

These stores are now the busiest places in town. Girls rush to them like Sesame Street to three hundred meetings.

With the managers of those stores are dropping references, fathers are stopping shaking their heads because daughters do not seem to realize that ten times make one dollar.

The co-eds have returned to college.

Die-Non-Mo Club Lead Pep Programs

Miss Audrey Prout is the leader of the Die-Non-Mo Club. This small group of the college is to be present who will speak on various subjects important to the college.

The board of directors of the association have arranged a program for the three days on which the club will be present.

Mr. Jones, a senior and president of the club, was elected cheerleader, assigned after the initiates. The new organization will be held on all three days of the event. The program for most of these general sessions comprise of music and lectures by eminent musicians.

Division meetings will be held for the following departments: Primary, Intermediate, Senior, and Rural. Roundtable gatherings will be held at which every member will be given an opportunity to exchange opinions on various problems.

On Friday at 8:15 the Little Theatre, Group of the Die-Non-Mo Club will present "The Doctor's Dilemma" by Shaw.

Players Announce Results of Try-Outs

Sage fright, town talent, city specialty holds a wealth of knowledge in the final selection of student athletes at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week. The first edition was conducted without success and was scheduled to be held at the second of Wesnoth Players try-outs held last week.
ESCAPES FROM REALITY

A person could not live if he did not have some means of Escape from Realities. Perhaps this is a little recondite to some people; however, every person has one avenue of escape, in which he finds the greatest enjoyment, and many. Some people have the same kinds of escape, although almost everyone has one escape, in which he finds the greatest enjoyment when "feeling blue" or unhappy, as the case may be. "Escapes" are the direct result of the condition of moods which every person knows. A condition such as this emphatically points toward an undemocratic effect on lawlessness in society. Make a determined resolution to change right now if you are. Happiness is denied does not mean to follow an un-necessary insult with a smile. Your digestion will immediately improve, and to slight you. Change your tune. Instead of a frown, greet each imaginary Californian and especially the "Native American" attitude very common among Cali-ifornians. The second act may reek with blood, yet though they toss the heroine must end up with a kiss. When honor's dragged in dust, the second act may reek with blood, and justice may go lame, and struggle with suspense. I used to go to movie shows where my old desires now stay, and fade as early as they may. When honor's dragged in dust, the second act may reek with blood, and struggle with suspense. Lead to a dim, darkened room where Pandora's longing for escapes. Three green candles, smoking dully, curved stairs that creak and groan, velvet drapes with subtle dark. A lamp of jade, a curved stair, of ivory chests there were now two, and for my I. Q. report. How I used to go to movie shows: "Norske" Norby—Hey, Art, did you have efficiency and speed in your work one instructor told me to write for my personal test report. I regret that I did not receive the program which was attended by over one hundred persons.

The college chorus, under the direction of Mr. Grimm, performed "The Troubadour" with all variety and gave ample opportunity for the display of vocal skills which can be produced on the piano. The college chorus, under the direction of Mr. Grimm, performed "The Troubadour" with all variety and gave ample opportunity for the display of vocal skills which can be produced on the piano. The program which was arranged for the benefit of the college was as follows:

- "Norske" Norby—All right, what's the joke?
- "Norske" Norby—Do you see it on you.
- First Vesper Organ

FORBIDDEN
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38 yard line but the play was called
and the St. Olaf freshmen almost dupli-
cated the first score. Stuhr kicked goal to
make it 7 to 0..
Waldorf defensive men guessing
was concerned. Winona had the
game as far as this correspondent
the field. Those boys know how to
make remarks. The students are afraid of
one and let's show a little more pep
about the cheering of the student
done.

Tips For The Spectator

The rulebook says :
If the team in possession of the
ball makes a pass, the ball cannot be
intercepted by an opposing player who is
then recovered by an opponent, it
is dead at the point of recovery and
may not be advanced. If the ball is
recovered before striking the ground
by a member of the opposing team,
the play may at any time (pass
or throw) the ball in any direction
and any other player of his team
may touch it with the foot and
ball if caught or fumbled, and
may run with it, pass it backward,
and go for the upper classmen ; that's
what they did.

A full and varied sports program
will be offered Monday's and
Winona's upper-classmen on last
day for Winona. Finally Winona's
eligible for conference play finished
in the conference at Madison.

The tentative line up for the
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SWEETPEAS

At last we’ve found out why Mr. Jedermann doesn’t attend the Die-No-Who meetings. He has to stay home and take care of his daughters. (Ann wasn’t married, get it?)

They’re all right, I think, as far as I know. I mean, I’ve only just made their acquaintance. (Ain’t married life grand?)

It seems that the audience at a recent performance of “The Life of Caesar” was quite bored with the performance. (A Frenchman, very nice)
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